UNIORG CCO-PLUG-INS

for even more flexibility

Fast, flexible and fully integrated - individual business processes in SAP Customer Checkout
With plug-ins for SAP Customer
Checkout, you get extensions that
are fully integrated into your checkout solution.
With these enhancements, you can
map individual business processes
that help you achieve greater flexibility and make your customers even
more satisfied.
Below is a selection of examples of
what you can achieve with UNIORG‘s
CCO plug-ins.
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▪
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▪
▪

FC Ingolstadt 04
SV Sandhausen 1916
SV Babelsberg 03
Karlsruher SC
Iserlohn Roosters

... are only a small excerpt of
customers who trust in SAP
solutions with UNIORG.

Second Screen

Pick-Up Number

individual 2nd screen

double numbered receipt

Offer your customers the possibility of pre-ordering e.g. drinks for
breaks. Unique pick-up numbers
are printed on the customer receipt and on the order document.
Waiting times in queues will be reduced and your staff will be able to
work even more efficiently.

Display individual positions listed
in detail for your customers, or
keep your customers up to date
with live broadcasts, e.g. from the
pitch. You now have the possibility
to design your second screen individually for your customers.

ET-Ticketscan

recognize members

Table Plan

graphical table opening
Allow your staff to quickly assign
tables via touch to a graphical table plan and reduce unnecessary errors caused by, for example, transposed numbers when entering the
table number.

Record your customers in seconds
by scanning the day ticket or season ticket directly at the cash desk.
Furthermore you can grant your
members a discount at the cash
desk by scanning the season ticket.

Cashless Plug-Ins
cashless payments

Let your customers pay directly
and cashless via SumUp, Paymentsense (UK) or GiroGo with the help
of the smallest devices that fit in
every pocket, for example.
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You cannot implement your
individual requirements so
far and are looking for a solution? Then let us talk to you
and find the best way for you.
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